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Fodor's correspondents highlight the best of Bermuda, including historic St. George's, the south

shore's stunning beaches, and Hamilton's posh boutiques. Our local experts vet every

recommendation to ensure you make the most of your time, whether itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s your first trip or

your fifth. MUST-SEE ATTRACTIONS from Horseshoe Bay to Front Street PERFECT HOTELS for

every budget  BEST RESTAURANTS to satisfy a range of tastes Useful FEATURES on golf and

Bermudian architecture VALUABLE TIPS on when to go and ways to save INSIDER

PERSPECTIVE from local experts Maps and COLOR PHOTOS to guide and inspire your trip
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You can tell from the price of drinks that the information in the book hasn't been updated in years. In

the section on cruising, it was suggested that single's cabins were being phased out. This, despite a

photograph of The Breakaway - a ship which has has introduced the concept of solo cruising. When

discussing roaming charges, not all cellular companies have outrageous roaming fees. There are

scant few maps. For example, while reading about the Swizzle Inn, I could not find where it was

located. Maybe that was located in a different book?



Very dull book. Simple black and white map and pictures, and very few of them. Small print. I

received much nicer packet of info from gotobermuda.com that was free and included two very nice

colored maps. This book was a waste of money.

Fodor's are typically very thorough. We leave for vacation next week, so we'll see how acurate the

book is. Trip Advisor rates our hotel as a 5 star (Pompano Beach Club), as did our travel agency

(AAA), but Fodor's review was nothing more than average. I sometimes wonder about book reviews

of a property vs. travelers actual reviews, so we'll see.

Great travel book with lots of insider tips. We were on a cruise that docked in Bermuda for two

nights/three days so we didn't have a ton of time. But I decided to save money but not doing the

cruise excursions. We used this book to plan our own days and got to many of the things we wanted

to see.

I just came back from our cruise and nothing in the book proved inaccurate. Reading the book prior

to leaving was quite fun, building anticipation. But the book is organized as a collection of shorter

books or articles more than as a classical guidebook with sections like "attractions," "hotels" and

"restaurants." I was expecting because of the Fodors name something more like the old mobil

guides or like a AAA book. Where themes for the articles overlapped they repeated the same

information twice. They did not in any way take advantage of the ebook potential by making links

when the book repeated. Consideringthe high price tag on the Fodors book when I bought it, I think

the sample from less expensive Moon Travel Guide was just as or more informative and I wish I had

bought that one.

http://www..com/Moon-Bermuda-Handbooks-Rosemary-Jones-ebook/dp/B007QSQWOW/ref=sr_1_

1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403544961&sr=8-1&keywords=bermuda+moon+kindle+guide

Good resource. Nice quick reference to have on hand. Maps are good. Definitely suggest going

Online to websites. Very heavy leaning toward golf which, of course, is big in Bermuda. These

guides can become obsolete quickly.

Does it get any better than Fodor's! No matter where you are traveling? The answer is they are the

very best!Their travel book to Bermuda was right on! No surprises!



Good guide book, full of useful info. The $$ on some of restaurants is questionable. The $$ was

more like the $$$ in my book. Gives greart details on how Bemuda runs and its history. The buses

do run later than the book suggests.
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